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Abstmct-

Various power control techniques have been

proposed to boost aggregate network throughput by reduc
ing the interference impact and encouraging more concur
rent transmissions in medium-shared wireless sy stems.

In

this paper, we do not intend to devise new power control
mechanisms. Rather, we investigate an interesting prob
lem of how to apply power control techniques in a multi
channel networking environment, where every wireless node
is equipped with multiple radio transceivers, each stati
cally binding to a dedicated channel.
For a single radio
transceiver, more reduction on transmit power generally
results in lower network connectivity, leading to a longer
route (if path exists) for multi-hop communication (bad for
end-to-end throughput). On the other hand, small trans
mit power helps accommodate more concurrent transmitters
(good for aggregate throughput). For wireless ad hoc net
works with multi-hop communication as the major behavior,
how to take both route length and medium utilization into
consideration to improve system capacity is thus important.
Motivated by this, we propose to apply power control with
different connectivity degrees on radio interfaces. Imagine
several superposed network topologies having gradational
connectivity levels over multiple non-interfering channels,
hence the name, gradational power control (abbreviated as
GradPC), is given.
In our proposed GradPC protocol, a base channel is des
ignated to use default transmit power (no power control on
this radio). For other non-base radios, we adopt neighbor
based power control mechanisms to tailor the connectivity
degree for each radio channel. After GradPC has success
fully configured transmit power for all radios, our other cor
responding protocols run in the following two phases: (i) a
variant DSR is performed over the base channel to discover
a multi-hop route, and (ii) once the route is ready, a ra
dio selection procedure is activated to judiciously schedule
the next link-layer packet sent over an appropriate channel.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed GradPC
along with its corresponding protocols outperform strategies
with no power control and the same connected topology, by
imposing gradational power levels on radios to balance the
requirements for short route and high medium utilization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Researchers in the wireless networking community have
been working diligently to expand observable system
throughput for bandwidth-hungry applications. In [8], the
authors analyze the capacity limitations of wireless net
works from the perspective of information theory. Two
types of networks are studied: arbitrary and random net
works. Their analysis concludes that (1) the capacity (mea
sured by the number of bits transmitted for unit distance
in unit time) of an arbitrary network is of order 8( y'n),
where n is the node density, while (2) the random network
t T his research was co-sponsored in part by the NSC of Taiwan
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has a capacity of 8

(J lo� n ). Based on the results, however,

authors in [12] discover the capacity of a practical wireless
802.11 ad hoc network is remarkably below the theoretical
bound. They observe that, without an optimal communi
cation schedule, the 802.11 MAC throughput falls signif
icantly short of the optimal capacity, due to either mis
interpreting the link idleness or generating too much local
collision. An optimal communication schedule, if not im
possible, is difficult to carry out especially in distributed ad
hoc networks where stations operate independently with
out central coordination. While cross-layer interaction is
essential, some research works investigate other capacity
controlling parameters. One such alternative is power con
trol. In the literature, a number of power control tech
niques have been proposed [3, 7, g, 13, 15-18, 20, 21]. Power
control directly affects the network connected topology (in
directly influencing the communication paths/schedules),
and is generally interpreted as a means of alleviating in
terference impact because of reduced node degree (number
of neighbors connected) . In contrast to the previous argu
ment, authors in [5] define a new notion of interference as
the number of nodes being affected by communication over
a certain link. Based on this new definition, they prove
that low node degree does not necessarily translate to low
interference. Two minimum spanning tree (MST) algo
rithms are thus proposed to produce interference-optimal
topologies. However, in a later work [2] considering multi
hop communications, the authors oppose the MST-based
topology constructions and prove that those " interference
optimal" topologies can perform badly from the viewpoint
of multi-hop interference. We also observe, from our ex
periments (reported in Section III), that power control sur
prisingly does not bring performance benefit for multi-hop
traffic (actually performance hurt by power control com
pared to the case using default transmit power), partially
due to the complicate multi-hop interference and partially
the longer route resulted from power control. In this paper,
we do not intend to propose new power control techniques.
Instead, we investigate how to effectively apply a neighbor
based power control protocol in a multi-channel network to
improve the multi-hop throughput.
Another capacity-controlling parameter is the wireless
channel. Utilizing multiple non-overlapping radio chan
nels is such an approach to improving system throughput
by providing extra flowing pipes for communication pack
ets without mutually interfering. The capacity benefit of
equipping every wireless station with multiple radio inter
faces, which operate over separate non-interfering channels,

is understandable, at the expense of hardware cost. As the
price of radio modules steadily goes down, the cost of in
stalling multiple wireless network cards ( NICs) has been
considered feasible. In [11], the authors suggest to equip
each node with two radio transceivers, one is fixed on a
certain channel, while the other is made switchable be
tween the rest of channels. According to the authors, the
strategies of binding network interfaces to radio channels
can be classified as static, dynamic, and hybrid. Static
binding assigns each interface to a channel permanently
or for a long time period, whereas dynamic binding al
lows an interface to frequently switch channels from one
to another. Hybrid binding is realized by applying static
binding for some interfaces and dynamic binding for other
interfaces. Frequent switching from channel to channel at
a radio interface may result in undesirable network parti
tion and the multi-channel hidden-terminal problem. The
multi-channel hidden-terminal problem leads to unneces
sary collisions, because the channel status cannot be moni
tored continuously and precisely due to channel switching.
In this paper, we adopt the static binding for all radio in
terfaces.

all binding to respective channels. Motivated by this con
cept, in this paper, we propose to apply power control with
different connectivity degrees on radio interfaces. Imagine
several superposed network topologies having gradational
connectivity levels over multiple non-interfering channels,
hence the name, gradational power control ( abbreviated as
GradPC), is given.

Instead of studying the above power and channel fac
tors separately, we consider the pros and cons of power
control mechanisms, and propose a gradational power con
trolling ( GradPC) method over multiple non-overlapping
wireless radio channels ( channel diversity). The concept
of GradPC is illustrated in Fig. 1. Suppose an imaginary
railway system ( as shown in Fig.l ( a)) has three passenger
routes ( all with the same train speed) . The least crowded
route has the shortest waiting queue, but with the most
stops to drop and reload passengers. On the other ex
treme, the most crowded route has the longest waiting
queue, but wasting the least time to stop for passengers
get-on / off. Assume that the route-transfer time within the
same stop is negligible. In order for a passenger to plan
a trip from Stop A to Stop F, taking the least crowded
train at Stop A ( to avoid long waiting queue), and then
making a transfer at Stop B ( transfer time assumed to be
very small) is perhaps the fastest path. In comparison to
our multi-channel networking environment, the three train
routes with different congestion levels can be interpreted
as three network topologies produced by different degrees
of power control. Different power control degrees result in
heterogeneous connectivity status ( as shown in Fig. 1 ( b)).
By using the minimal transmit power Pmin, Channel 3
is the least congested ( shortest in-line queue of the rail
way example), but with longer route. On the other hand,
Channell is the most congested ( longest in-line queue),
but route can be much shorter. Also assume the chan
nel switching delay within the same node is insignificant.
Consequently, sending packets over Channel 3, and then
making a channel switching at node B is likely to be the
most efficient routing path under such multi-channel envi
ronment. In reality, the train transfer time in the railway
system may not possibly be made zero, while in wireless
networks, the channel switching delay can be made negli
gible by equipping each node with multiple radio interfaces

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section II
reviews existing power control techniques and summarizes
our contributions. Section III first investigates the impact
of power control on a single-channel single-radio grid net
work capacity. For single-hop communications, due to the
improved spatial diversity, system throughput after exer
cising power control is way better than that using default
transmit power. However, for multi-hop traffic, the sys
tem performance is reversed, resulting in a much better
throughput when using the default transmit power ( no
power control) . This anomalous phenomenon implies that
other parameters should also be factored in besides the spa
tial diversity, in order to improve the system throughput of
multi-hop traffic. This motivates us to propose the GradPC
and its corresponding protocols to address the multi-hop is
sues in Section IV. We observe that our GradPC works out
the most throughput potential of a multi-channel multi
radio grid network in terms of multi-hop performance. In
Section V, we apply the GradPC protocol suite in a multi
channel multi-radio random node topology, so as to further
corroborate the effectiveness of our proposed methodology.
Finally, Section VI draws our conclusion and maps out the
future work.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of GradPC concept.

II.
A.

RELATED WORK

Power Control Techniques

Traditional power control techniques aim to balance
between energy conservation and network connectivity
[3, 7, 9, 13, 15-18, 20, 21]. In this paper, we are more con
cerned with network connectivity while keeping the inter
ference impact low. We adopt the power control mecha
nism proposed in [21] ( the N-base protocol) . According to
the authors, [21] was motivated by the classic work in [7]
( Theorem VII.3 in [4]). N-base is a neighbor-based power
control protocol. The main contributions of [21] include

theoretically deriving the number of neighbors that each
node should be connected to for the good connectivity of
a multi-hop network. The authors conclude that in a net
work with n randomly deployed nodes, 8(logn) neighbors
should be connected (here log indicates natural logarithm
with base e ) , in contrast to the magic number of six. When
neighbor number is less than 0.074 logn, they prove that
the network is asymptotically disconnected with probabil
ity one as n increases. When neighbor number is greater
than 5.1774 logn, then the network is asymptotically con
nected with probability approaching one as n grows. The
critical constant before logn remains open and unresolved.
In this paper, we adopt this N-base protocol as our power
control mechanism. In particular, to provide power grada
tions, we tune the respective radio power so as to connect
to less and less neighbors gradually. In our GradPC pol
icy, we use default transmit power over the base channel
(without power control). For other non-base channels, we
impose gradational power reductions to produce different
neighbor connectivity levels based on the N-base protocol
(detailed algorithm presented in Section IV-A).
Another perspective taken by power control recently is
to improve the spatial diversity. Spatial diversity can be
comprehended as medium utilization, and achieved by ad
justing power sensitivity [1,6,10,14,22]. Spatial diversity
is generally measured by the spatial reuse factor, which
can be affected by tuning either the transmit power level
or tuning carrier sense threshold. Higher spatial reuse fac
tor means more concurrent transmitters and usually better
system throughput. The objective of power control tech
niques in this category is to open up more system capacity,
while energy saving is only a side benefit.
A comparison report on various power control mecha
nisms can be found in [19].

has successfully configured transmit power for all radios,
our other corresponding protocols run in the following two
phases: (i) a variant DSR is performed over the base chan
nel to discover a multi-hop route, and (ii) once the route is
ready, a radio selection procedure is activated to judiciously
schedule the next link-layer packet sent over an appropriate
channel. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
GradPC along with its corresponding protocols yield bet
ter multi-hop performance than strategies with no power
control and the same connected topology, by imposing gra
dational power levels on radios to balance the requirements
for short route and high spatial diversity.
III.

SINGLE-CHANNEL SINGLE-RADIO GRID NETWORK

In this section, we omit theoretic analysis due to space
limitation, and report our experiments in the ns-2 simula
tor to identify the harmful effect caused by power control
for multi-hop traffic. We use the IEEE 802.11b wireless
module with link rate of 11 Mbps. RTS/CTS handshaking
is disabled. All nodes are uniformly deployed in an area
of 220 x 220 sq. meters. As shown in Fig. 2, both single
hop and multi-hop traffic are generated for grid networks
of 9, 25, and 49 nodes. To avoid the corner effect which
may bias the results, we actually generate more nodes and
traffic flows so that the corner nodes can have the same
surroundings as the central nodes. Simulation statistics
are obtained from the central 9, 25, and 49 nodes of the
network. In Fig. 3(a), Default indicates the method with
no power control (using default transmit power), whereas
N-base means the method that applies N-base protocol.
We observe that for single-hop traffic (Fig. 2(a», N-base
performs much better especially in dense networks. This is
because more spatial diversity is achieved by N-base. Note
that in our grid examples, due to the equal distance be
tween four closest neighbors, in our simulations, the num
B. Our Contribution
ber of connected neighbors after N-base power control is
Previous works [16,20] on multi-channel power control always four. The reason is the logarithms of 9, 25, and
studies hold major different objectives and methodologies 44 are all less than four, and in grid topology, a node will
connect to zero neighbor if power is reduced to connect to
from ours:
(1) The main purpose of [16,20] is to propose a power less than four neighbors (i.e., logn 4 for all three node
control technique with the assistance of one extra chan densities) .
Fig. 3(a) reveals that power control seems to yield bet
nel for control signaling. On the other hand, we do not
ter
system throughput by bringing more spatial diversity
intend to devise a new power control mechanism. Rather,
(enabling
multiple concurrent communications). However,
we attempt to jointly exploit both the power parameter and
as
shown
in
Fig. 3(b), the N-base method performs poorly
channel diversity, in order to further improve the multi-hop
for
the
multi-hop
traffic in terms of system throughput.
performance in a wireless ad hoc network.
This
erratic
phenomenon
suggests that the spatial diver
(2) A dedicated control channel is used by [16,20] to ne
sity
advantage
of
power
control
no longer dominates the
gotiate an appropriate power level to use via RTS/CTS
performance
for
multi-hop
traffic.
In contrast, complicate
handshaking on a per-packet basis. On the other hand, all
inter-hop
interference
and
lengthened
packet route affect
channels are data channels in our work and no power nego
tiation (RTS/CTS overhead) is necessary, since we adopt the multi-hop performance in a bad way. Motivated by
a neighbor-based power control protocol to statically con this observation, we seek to balance the pros and cons of
power control for multi-hop traffic with the assistance of
figure the power level for each radio.
In our proposed GradPC protocol, a base channel is des using multiple wireless radio channels.
ignated to use default transmit power (no power control
IV. MULTI-CHANNEL MULTI-RADIO GRID NETWORK
on this radio). For non-base radios, we adopt the afore
mentioned N-base power control mechanisms to tailor the
Consider a grid network with I radio interfaces at each
connectivity degree for each radio channel. After GradPC node, running over C non-interfering channels, where I :::;
=
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(a) Single-hop traffic

(b) Multi-hop traffic
Fig. 2. T he single-channel single-radio grid network with 9, 25, and
49 nodes respectively.
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/
/ .
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.

9 nodes
(n=8)

25 nodes
(n=24)

Algorithm 1 GradPC procedure: power adaptation policy
for respective radio interface at each node

.

49 nodes
(n=44)

(a) Single-hop traffic

9 nodes
(n=8)

25 nodes
(n=24)

49 nodes
(n=-44)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

(b) Multi-hop traffic

Fig. 3. System throughput for (a) single-hop and (b) multi-hop traffic
in a single-channel single-radio grid network.

C. In case I < C, a common subset (with size 1) of C
channels will be selected so that every node uses the same
channel set to configure channels for its I radios. We are
interested in improving the system performance with multi
hop communications. To this end, we first propose our
GradPC framework in Section IV-A, and then report the
performance results via simulations in Section IV-B.
A.

framework, we adopt a variant of DSR routing mechanism,
which always gathers three possible routes and then ran
domly chooses one. In contrast to favoring the shortest
route in default DSR, the selected route in our GradPC
protocol may not be the shortest. Generally speaking, the
shortest route comes with longer traveling distance between
hops. In order to support long transmitting distance, high
transmit power should be used. As a result, we observe
that in many cases, default transmit power is necessary
to support the route discovered by default DSR over the
base channel. On the other extreme, we may choose the
longest route, which produces short traveling distance be
tween hops. In this case, the required power level can be
reduced, but the end-to-end throughput may suffer due to
many unnecessary relays. The above observations motivate
us to adapt the DSR protocol. Our objective is to deter
mine a moderate route path which has mixed short and
long hops. Such route provides us flexibility of schedul
ing different channels and power levels to be used between
hops.

Gradational Power Control Protocol (GradPC)

The design rationale behind the GradPC protocol is to
impose power gradations on radios equipped at each node,
so as to provide flexibility of balancing the contradicting
factors, such as route length and spatial diversity, for multi
hop traffic performance. In the proposed GradPC frame
work, a base channel is designated to always use the default
transmit power Ptr (no power control on this radio). In this
way, the route can be kept short, and network connectiv
ity can be preserved despite performing power reductions
on the other non-base radios. Define the neighbor table
(set) established over base channel as Nbase, and n denotes
the cardinality of set Nbase (size of neighbor nodes over
base channel). Parameter n can be easily obtained by im
plementing heart-beat message (e.g., HELLO) exchanging
mechanisms at each node. Consequently, nodes can esti
mate their respective n values by periodically exchanging
HELLO messages over the base channel. In addition, the
base channel is responsible for finding packet routes due
to its high network connectivity. In the current GradPC
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6:
7:
8:

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

I +- Number of interfaces

i +- 1 // interface index
al +- n // n obtained from Algorithm 1
while i ::::; I do
i
H f- P(ai) // power adjustment function for radio i to
connect to ai neighbors
Establish neighbor table Ni
if ai 2: e then
i i+1
aif- 'log(ai-d'
=

else

i i+1
ai +- ai-l
=

end if
end while

Algorithm 2 Interface selection procedure: data will be
sent over the selected radio
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

9:
10:
11:

if

First hop then
i +- I // initial interface index

else

if- !I (Chpre_hop - 1)

end if
while
if

i > 0 do
Next hop found in Ni then
Data sent over radio i

else

i

=

i-I

end if

12: end while

// next hop unreachable
13: Re-discover route on base channel

For non-base radios, our GradPC adopts the N-base pro
tocol as the power control mechanism. Specifically, once n
is obtained from the base channel, the GradPC procedure
reduces power levels gradationally so that the connectivity
degrees for non-base channels become less and less. Af
ter GradPC procedure is done, the transmit power level
Pi that should be used by radio i is obtained. Then each
non-base radio should perform the heart-beat message ex
changing function to establish the neighbor table (set) Ni

for radio interface i. Note that when tuning the power level
for a non-base radio, we follow the ns-2 setting which di
vides power into ten levels ranging from 1mW to 100mW.
That is, power is reduced by 10mW at a time until the
number of connected neighbors satisfies the desirable num
ber. Once the power levels have been determined for all ra
dios, and route is ready, an interface scheduling procedure
is performed to schedule the next packet to be sent over an
appropriate channel (radio). Given a packet route, we con
sider both channel diversity between hops and spatial reuse
factor resulted from power control. Generally, the radio
interface with the lowest transmit power is preferred, sup
pose the next hop is reachable using this transmit power.
In addition, to provide channel diversity between hops, we
propose to circulate the channel assignment by avoiding
the channel used by the previous hop. Define ChprLhop as
the channel ID used by the previous hop. Each node sets
the initial channel ID to be considered as fr (Chpre_hop -1),
where fr is a circulation function, so that the function value
always takes on some integer between [1,I]. This mecha
nism does provide certain channel diversity between hops,
but do not guarantee absolute diversity. We provide the
pseudo-codes for the power adaptation and interface selec
tion procedures below to show the internal operations of
the GradPC protocol.
B. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we extend the ns-2 code to support
multi-channel multi-radio environment. We use the 3 non
overlapping channels (numbering as channell, 2, and 3) in
IEEE 802.11b, and install 3 radio interfaces at each node.
Channel 1 is designated as the base channel. The same
ns-2 parameters and network topologies (Fig. 2) are used
in our simulations. We investigate the system through
put of multi-hop flows (Fig. 2(b) ) for three approaches:
GradPC, N-base, and Default. All three approaches use
3 non-overlapping channels and 3 radio interfaces at each
node. Default indicates the method of using default trans
mit power for all three radios, whereas N-base denotes the
approach of applying the same power level to connect to
log n neighbors for all three radios. Since there is no in
terface scheduling mechanism specified for Default and N
base, in order not to take advantage of them in this regard,
we implement the same interface scheduling algorithm as
GradPC in Default and N-base. For routing strategy, De
fault and N-base use the shortest routes found by DSR us
ing their respective power levels, while GradPC use routes
randomly chosen from the first three routes discovered by
DSR (explained previously in Section IV-A).
Fig. 4(a) plots the system throughput of multi-hop traf
fic flows (generated as in Fig. 2(b) ). With the assistance of
channel diversity, the performance of Default and N-base is
comparable, in contrast to the sharp performance degrada
tion produced by N-base as previously shown in Fig. 3(b)
when C 1 (single-channel environment). From Fig. 4(a),
we observe that our GradPC performs the best especially
for dense networks. To get a better understanding of the
impact on multi-hop traffic performance, we give another
=
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Fig. 4. Multi-hop traffic performance in a multi-channel multi-radio
grid network.

set of statistics in Fig. 4(b), which shows the system perfor
mance of a dense grid network (49 nodes) as the number of
multi-hop flows increases. As we can see from this figure,
when C
1 (single-channel system), no power control is
suggested in terms of better multi-hop traffic performance.
When C
3 (multi-channel environment), interestingly,
N-base is not always worse than Default. For environments
with very light and very heavy loads (2 and 7 flows), N
base even performs better than Default. We extrapolate
from the results that both route length and medium uti
lization (spatial diversity) play an important role for multi
hop traffic performance. Our GradPC outperforms other
mechanisms in all cases especially when traffic load is heavy
(7 flows).
Table I summarizes the hop count information for the
three methods. Our GradPC uses the routes with moderate
lengths (neither the shortest nor the longest) in order to
preserve both the advantage of power control (increased
spatial reuse factor) and channel diversity (decreased inter
hop interference), hence explains the good performance in
Fig. 4.
=

=

TABLE I

Hop COUNT STATISTICS IN A 49-NODE GRID NETWORK

Total # hops
Avg. # hops

GradPC

N-base

Default

28
4

42

14
2

6

V. ApPLYING GRADPC IN MULTI-CHANNEL
MULTI-RADIO RANDOM TOPOLOGY

We set up a multi-channel multi-radio network with
50 nodes randomly deployed and randomly generate 7
multi-hop flows, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Three 802.11b
non-overlapping channels are used. The three network
topologies produced by our GradPC are illustrated in
Fig. 5(b) (c) (d) respectively. One more method, BI
CONN, is implemented for providing another power con
trol alternative besides N-base. The BICONN protocol is
a power control mechanism proposed by [18]. With multi
ple channels, BICONN applies the same power reduction
for all radios (as the N-base does). We create CBR traffic
and increase the sending rate to 11M bps. Fig. 6 shows the
multi-hop system throughput for different methods as sim
ulation time advances. From this figure, we observe that
our GradPC outperforms other methods, and has the high
est saturated throughput. Table II provides the hop count
information for all methods. In this case, our GradPC hap
pens to have the same hop count as Default. Nonetheless,

\ .
"

,

(c) channel 2
(d) channel 3
(b) channel I
(a) 7 data flows
Fig. 5. Illustration of node and flow distributions, along with the connected network topologies using GradPC over three channels.

since GradPC imposes power gradations on radios, while
Default applies the same default transmit power ( without
power reduction ) for all radios, GradPC still yields much
better performance than Default, due to higher spatial
reuse factor. Moreover, Default is even worse than both
N-base and BICONN.
0

o rrr
r
S

..

[3]

......
[4]

1
2
3
4
Simulation Time (sec.)

[5]

Fig. 6. Performance comparison of multi-hop traffic in a 50-node
random network topology with 7 flows.

Combining all the previous results from both grid and
random network topologies, we demonstrate that multi
hop system performance cannot be determined by power
parameter or route length alone. Instead, factors such as
power, channel, and routing strategy all co-dominate the
system performance of multi-hop flows. By seeking trade
off between those factors, our proposed GradPC framework
helps open up more system capacity for multi-hop commu
nications.
TABLE II
Hop COUNT STATISTICS IN A 50-NODE RANDOM NETWORK TOPOLOGY
BICONN

N-base

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]

Default

Total # hops
Avg. # hops
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